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White-tailed 
ptarmigan in its 
spring plumage.
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Kobuk 
“Turkey”
Ptarmigans make a festive meal

BY MICHAEL ENGELHARD

ourmet cooking remains an exception up north, yet holidays matter. At 
village stores, turkeys can be hard to find or unaffordable. Undaunted by 
this, residents of the Arctic celebrate by serving common local fare. Feasting 
on the land’s bounty and giving thanks for it has a long tradition in the high, 

inhospitable latitudes. One of the most reliable staples is a pigeon-sized fowl that 
happens to be Alaska’s state bird.

Combatting seasonal shortages, Native northerners for millennia clubbed, 
stoned, or stunned ptarmigan with blunt arrowheads to roast, smoke and dry, 
eat raw, or make into soup. (The bird’s East Greenlandic name mitigak translates 
as “he at whom rocks are thrown.”) Men, women, and children downed the 
plump protein packages with ivory-weighted bolas or snared them with braided 
sinew or wire loops set in willow twig fences. “Old women were never without 
ptarmigan nets,” one Yup’ik elder recalled. These looked like seines, and hazed or 
ambushed birds would entangle in the mesh; during their migration, 50 or 60 
could be intercepted this way in one coup. Decoys fooled amorous, territorial 
males. An Eskimo hunter would clear a soil patch and sculpt a bird from snow, 
dressing it with russet grass around the neck to simulate spring plumage. 

The 19th-century naturalist Edward Nelson thought that especially in the 
territory’s northern two thirds, ptarmigans often were “the only defense Eskimo 
possess against the ever-recurring periods of scarcity and famine.” Many 
Nunamiut elders from the Anaktuvuk Pass area remember winters without 
ptarmigan when some people starved to death. Unfortunately, like snowshoe 
hares, the birds have little fat. According to the late Simon Paneak, eating boiled 
ptarmigan without some kind of blubber is like dining on moss. 

Permafrost pits served as summertime freezers, emergency caches. Raw eggs 
made simple snacks out on the land. The leafy-greens stomach content yielded 
vitamins that are in short supply in high latitudes. The pungent droppings 
seasoned a dish of seal meat, oil, and blood. Always traveling light, the Gwich’in 
cooked ptarmigan by filling the chest cavity with water and dropping a hot rock 
where a hot heart formerly pulsed. People traded the feathers or used them to 
scrub hands and dishes after a meal. 

With such prodigious consumption, ptarmigan was the northerner’s bison, 
though far easier prey. Small wonder ptarmigans transcended mere sustenance. 

G
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White-tailed ptarmigan 
in its winter plumage.

PHOTO BY MATTHEW QUAID
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In place names, aqiggiq alighted on the landscape; it whirred 
through people’s music, stories, and dreams.

 
 Its eyelids were red,
 Its back was brown,
 And right between its buttocks
 Sat the sweetest little itiq.

Th is song by a salivating Greenlander seems to veer into 
raunchy territory. Sometimes translated as “arse,” itiq instead is 
a sweet, oily morsel, the “steamed clam” of Arctic gourmets.

Non-Natives cherished the tender game just as much. In a 
sport hunting manual from 1883, the New York zoologist Charles 
E. Whitehead considered ptarmigan the “chief delicacy of the 
Arctic explorer,” and “plentifully in the larders of the posts of the 
Hudson’s Bay Fur Company.” Accounts by late-19th-century 
travelers bring to mind the passenger pigeon tides. One 
describes willow ptarmigan by the thousands deluging an area 
measuring half a mile across on the lower Kuskokwim. Birds 
covered the bushes like Christmas candles. When the men drove 
their dogsleds into their midst, they took fl ight, and the swell of 
wing beats sounded “like the rumbling of thunder and seemed 
to make the very ground tremble.”

Sir John Franklin’s ships carried ptarmigan taken from 
Scottish moors, salted and barreled, and a paunchy Wyatt Earp, 
or his common-law wife, Josephine, served fresh ones for 
Th anksgiving in 1898, while ice-bound in Rampart, on the 
Yukon. Friedrich Trump’s Arctic Restaurant and Hotel (and 
brothel) served ptarmigan as well as meat from horses that 
dropped dead on the Klondike’s infamous White Pass Trail. 

An Inupiaq 
boy hunts 

ptarmigan with 
a blunt-headed 

arrow near 
Nome, circa 
early 1900s. 

Eskimo carved-bone bola, 
for bringing down birds 

and small game. 
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During the gold rush, Mary 
Akimoto worked in a 
Fairbanks brothel and died 
there in 1906 under mysterious 
circumstances. The town was 
a focus of Japanese  
immigrants, who also ran 
 a laundry and restaurant.

Dress, clean, and cut up a 
fowl. Put in a stew pan, cover 
with boiling water and cook 
slowly until tender, adding 
one-half tablespoon salt and 
one-eighth teaspoon pepper 
when ptarmigan is about half 
cooked. Thicken stock with 
one-third cup flour diluted 
with enough cold water to 
pour easily. Serve with 
dumplings.

Recipe from The Good Time 
Girls’ Guide to Gold Rush 
Cuisine, by Jay Moynahan 
(Chickadee Publishing, 2006).

Celebrating with miners, Joseph Grinnell 
praised ptarmigan as the “turkey of the 
Kobuk”—the director of Berkeley’s Museum of 
Vertebrate Zoology and author of Birds of the 
Kotzebue Region valued it above all other game. 
Gold Rush-era roadhouses had wild “chicken” 
on their menus. Allegedly, proprietors feared 
ridicule for idiosyncratic spellings: Termigen, 
tarmaken, tormichan, termagant, pthannakin. 
Folklore has it that Chicken, Alaska, likewise 
owes its name to semiliterate, embarrassed 
sourdoughs. One old-time trapper hung his 
birds in a spruce, retrieving the frozen treats as 
needed from this “Christmas tree.” 

The meat is “dark coloured, and has some-
what the flavour of the hare,” one 18th-century 
naturalist wrote. Baked into pies, ptarmigan 
brightened the drab dinners of ships’ crews. In a 
newspaper handwritten onboard HMS 
Assistance during the search for Franklin, her 
captain W.H. Austin in 1850 ranked them 
“foremost in the list [of birds] for flavour and 
delicacy of fibre.” 

Because it is illegal in the United States to sell 
game, mostly hunters and their families enjoy 
ptarmigan. Like grouse, the bird does not lend 
itself to being farmed and is too “gamey” for 
mainstream palates. Ptarmigan will eat 
Labrador tea and old berries in late spring, 
while they wait for willow buds to sprout. This 

gives the meat an herby aroma, which people 
prefer over the willowy tang the birds get later 
in the year. They are said to taste best in the fall 
when gorging solely on berries. 

Thinking about camp and your next meal, 
you may flush ptarmigans inadvertently from 
willows while hiking in grizzly bear country—
your heart promptly will miss a beat. They 
won’t, however, sailing off with staccato, 
guttural kok-kok-koks, feathered windup toys 
running down. Their flashing white wings and 
alarm serve to distract enemies from a nest. 
They can also spell the birds’ death. When 
discovered and “put up,” Audubon noted, they 
are “easily shot, on account of the beautiful 
regularity of their flight.”

Chance upon downy claws or severed wings 
in the barren lands and you know a raptor has 
struck. (True gourmets, falcons above all relish 
breast muscles and brains.) Conversely, signs of 
a pillow fight—remnants from the feed of a wolf 
or a fox—suggest not carnal frenzy but a 
heavenly dish descended to earth. 

Michael Engelhard is the author of Ice Bear: The 
Cultural History of an Arctic Icon and of American 
Wild: Explorations from the Grand Canyon to the 
Arctic Ocean, a Foreword INDIES gold medalist. He 
lives in Flagstaff, Arizona, and works as a wilderness 
guide.

Rock ptarmigan 
in its summer 

plumage.
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A flock of willow 
ptarmigan flies away.

PHOTO BY JIM MCCANN 
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Th e 19th-century naturalist Edward Nelson 
thought that especially in the territory’s 
northern two thirds, ptarmigans often were 
“the only defense Eskimo possess against the 
ever-recurring periods of scarcity and famine.”


